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Trust it.

Do it. Take it to the streets.

It’s for those who relish downtown—yet never skip a chance to
get out of town. For those who live in rhythm with the constant
action of the city. The Subaru XV Crosstrek is poised to take on
your urban adventures—both the planned and spontaneous. Its
unique fusion of style, versatility and excitement empowers you
to go wherever your lifestyle leads. And inside every Subaru is the
exclusive combination of Symmetrical Full-Time All-Wheel Drive
and the SUBARU BOXER® engine, giving you lively response and
sure control to deftly navigate the streets. Experience exhilaration,
possibility and security that’s suited for any adventure because you
can trust the engineering inside.
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See it. Live it.
Ready for urban action.

You’re always up for anything. Whether it’s a rushhour commute, a weekend getaway or a night on
the town, the Subaru XV Crosstrek meets your everchanging demands with reassuring versatility and
sharp style. It’s compact on the outside to traverse
through urban streets, yet roomy and flexible on the
inside to fit whomever and whatever you bring.
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Always controls the corners.
At all four corners.
Subaru Symmetrical Full-Time All-Wheel Drive
The satisfaction of the drive comes from symmetry and balance. That is why Subaru has been
developing and perfecting the Symmetrical AWD system since 1972. Matched with the SUBARU
BOXER® engine for a near-perfect symmetrical layout, it delivers gratifying power with exceptional
traction, providing balance and stability for total control in ever-shifting road conditions.

Dynamic Performance
Excellent road adhesion makes acceleration immediate and exhilarating. And the symmetry helps the XV
Crosstrek deliver responsive handling because it’s more stable during cornering, for a unique feeling of control
in any situation.

Constant Contact
The more your tires are engaged with the road, the more control you have. Power is routed to all four tires while the
vehicle is in motion in order to maintain optimal connection to the road, maximizing handling and control.

Agility In An Emergency
In bad weather, or in the precious seconds it takes to react to a sudden situation, the symmetrical drivetrain with
impressive balance provides the stability, agility and traction that help you step around danger.
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Inspires joy in any gear.

5-Speed Manual Transmission + Viscous Centre Differential AWD
Geared for exciting response and control, the 5-speed manual transmission enables you to define your own driving style. It features the Hill Holder System to help you
avoid rolling when starting on a hill. The gearbox is paired with an AWD system utilizing a viscous limited-slip centre differential (LSD). Whenever the balance of traction
changes, the LSD instantaneously redistributes the torque to the front and rear wheels as needed.

Lineartronic® CVT + Active Torque Split AWD
The Subaru XV Crosstrek achieves inspiring levels of response and efficiency with Lineartronic® CVT (Continuously Variable Transmission). This unique transmission
dramatically maximizes fuel efficiency by keeping the engine in its optimal rev range, and preserving momentum that’s often lost during a gear shift. And thanks to its
compact and lightweight configuration, it ensures a quick response and engaging performance. Models equipped with the Lineartronic® CVT provide more control with
sporty manual mode and steering wheel-mounted paddle shifters, giving you quick access to higher revs and greater engine power. In addition, the Subaru XV Crosstrek
responds to changing driving conditions by adjusting the front and rear wheel torque distribution in real time.
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Power brings out its playful side.
SUBARU BOXER® Engine
Few cars deliver the thrilling eagerness and spontaneity of the Subaru XV Crosstrek. It’s achieved with the horizontally opposed SUBARU
BOXER® engine, which places the pistons 180 degrees apart for a lower, flatter profile compared to other engine types. This gives the
powerplant—and by extension the whole car—a lower centre of gravity and more balanced weight distribution. In addition, the pistons’
opposing movements counteract each other, which naturally reduces vibration.

2.0
LITRE DOHC
SUBARU BOXER®
INCREASED STABILITY
Because the engine block has a flatter profile and sits lower in the chassis, the
overall vehicle is more stably balanced and resistant to side-to-side motion
than other designs.

Smooth and Exciting
At any rpm, the engine delivers immediate, responsive power that ’s
both smooth and satisfying. Without compromising comfort or civility, it
transforms even a daily errand into a dynamic adventure.

LONG-LASTING PERFORMANCE
The engine’s flat design is inherently rigid and self-balancing, generating less
vibration than most “V” type or in-line engines for more durability and more
reliable performance.

MAX OUTPUT: 148 hp @ 6200 rpm
MAX TORQUE: 145 lb-ft @ 4200 rpm
FUEL ECONOMY: (Lineartronic® CVT) 8.2 L/100 km city, 6.0 L/100 km hwy
(5MT) 8.9 L/100 km city, 6.7 L/100 km hwy
The power to stir excitement comes from the rich and immediate response
of the Subaru 2.0-litre DOHC boxer engine. Improved Active Valve Control
System (AVCS) and an optimized intake provide a generous amount of lowend torque, ensuring you have the acceleration you need around town. That
performance comes responsibly, too—cylinder-mounted injectors, lightweight
pistons and connecting rods mean it’s as frugal with fuel as it is clean-burning.
In addition, due to its vibration-cancelling SUBARU BOXER® layout, power and
efficiency come with refinement that’s made for urban living.
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In tune with the city. Inside out.
With its bold fender flares and sleek aerodynamic profile, at first glance you know the Subaru XV
Crosstrek is a crossover with a modern edge. Sculpted lines and creases on the body help direct
airflow for greater fuel efficiency, and the forward-swept windshield brings an aggressive style with
improved visibility—combining real-world practicality with ideal-world design.

Fender Flares
Make a visual impact like no other—the athletic fender flares set apart
the Subaru XV Crosstrek with an unmistakably sporty crossover
profile. Combining street-smart ruggedness and nimble versatility,
it’s ready for the road—rain or shine.

17-inch Aluminum Wheels
The Subaru XV Crosstrek comes with stylish, 17-inch
aluminum wheels that infuse a performance-inspired
stance. Finished in a unique black and machined twotone scheme, the s triking contras t reflec t s it s dual
character that’s both bold and casual.
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Entertainment and efficiency. Within reach.
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Whether you enjoy stretching your mile or just savouring the journey,

get you there in satisfying comfort. And all of them are designed to

the Subaru XV Crosstrek indulges you with a host of advanced

be intuitive to use and adaptable to your needs.

features that will entertain you, keep you efficiently on course, and

6-Speaker Premium Audio System
Let your music come alive with the powerful 6-speaker
180-watt audio system. Speakers tuned for the Subaru
XV Crosstrek’s acoustics, resulting in a rich sound that
enraptures the senses. The audio system features USB
input, Bluetooth®1 hands-free calling, and two additional
speakers integrated into the instrument panel, which
further accentuate the mids and highs for a fuller sound.

Entertainment That Makes An Instant Connection.
Navigation System

2

To help you find your way through the urban maze,
Subaru XV Crosstrek’s navigation system provides fast
and accurate guidance that’s made even more useful
with real-time traf fic data 3 . The high-qualit y display
pinpoints your location while providing information like
maintenance data or SMS texts4 from your mobile phone
via Bluetooth®1. Change settings with the convenient
touch-screen, or take advantage of the advanced voice
recognition system that lets you operate the system in
three different languages.

Get more from your music. Plug in your iPod®5 or other portable music player to the
standard AUX or optional USB input jack and listen to your favourite MP3 or WMA6
tunes through the robust Subaru XV Crosstrek audio system. In addition, voice
commands enable you to search your music and access other commands.

Enhanced Rear Vision. Easier Parking.

1 Bluetooth is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc.
2 Navigation system (Limited Package only): Map data is stored on
SD cards. Updates can be easily purchased and downloaded from
the Internet.
3 Subscription required.
4 Compatible smartphone required. See owners manual for details.
5 Apple, iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Inc.
6 WMA: WMA is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the United
States and/or other countries.

Enjoy the ability to manoeuvre the Subaru XV Crosstrek in tight spaces with ease
using the Rear-Vision Camera System, standard on the Limited Package. When the
driver shifts into reverse, the camera displays a live colour image on Subaru XV’s indash display, along with guidelines to assist in parking manoeuvres.
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In sync with life in action.
Everything about the Subaru XV Crosstrek’s design—even the compact engineering of its rear
suspension—goes into making it a crossover you’ll love to live with. With a wide luggage area, it handles
cargo for your weekend hauls with ease. What’s more, 60/40-split rear seats easily fold individually or
together to give you even more space. Well-suited for an active life, its design makes getting in and
out easy.

Versatile Capacity
The Subaru XV Crosstrek can carry five passengers and their baggage at the same time. 60/40-split rear seats mean the Subaru
XV Crosstrek has the versatility to hold a rear occupant and a bike at the same time. With 1470 litres of cargo volume, a nearly
square rear gate and flat-folding rear seats, it’ll take on your latest urban or outdoor excursion with ease.
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Prepared for what’s all around.
Active Safety, to avoid a collision.
Many of the same features that make the Subaru XV Crosstrek a thrill to drive also help keep you out of harm’s way. The stable, responsive handling
of its Subaru Symmetrical Full-Time AWD is enhanced by the low centre of gravity of its SUBARU BOXER® engine. Combined with the standard
Vehicle Dynamics Control System, surefooted suspension, antilock brakes and responsive steering, you’re always in control.
Vehicle Dynamics Control System
Oversteer
Ideal
cornering

Standard on every Subaru XV Crosstrek, the Vehicle Dynamics Control System monitors and analyses
whether the car is following your intended course through an array of sensors. If the vehicle approaches the
limits of stability while cornering or avoiding an obstacle, the AWD torque distribution, engine output and
brakes at each wheel adjust to keep the vehicle on course.

Braking System

Understeer

With powerful disc brakes at every wheel, the Subaru XV Crosstrek has braking response that’s in a class
of its own. The standard 4-channel Antilock Braking System (ABS) prevents brake lock under hard braking
and is matched with Electronic Brake-force Distribution, which reapportions the front/rear braking pressure
when the vehicle is loaded. The Subaru XV Crosstrek also ensures maximum braking during an emergency
with brake assist, delivering higher levels of braking force when the brake pedal is applied fully or rapidly;
and with brake override, enabling you to brake to a stop even if the gas pedal is applied at the same time.

Passive safety, to better survive a collision.
Occupant protection is a high priority in every element of the Subaru XV Crosstrek—from the major features such as seats, to the smaller ones like the
pedals. Its energy-absorbing body structure is smartly strengthened with high-tensile-strength steel in critical areas, minimizing the impact force that
can reach the cabin while increasing bending stiffness. In addition, an array of advanced interior safety features helps protect occupants directly.
Seats, Seatbelts and SRS1 Airbags
Height-adjustable, front seatbelts feature pretensioners to hold passengers firmly in place. And the Subaru
XV Crosstrek features whiplash-reducing front seats and energy-absorbing head restraints that can help
better protect front occupants from injury during a rear collision. Even the rear seats have been optimized
for protection, with the seating position set back to reduce the effects of a side impact. Front, front-side
and curtain SRS1 airbags are standard. A knee SRS1 airbag is also standard, which greatly increases the
protection of the lower extremities of the driver in frontal impacts. Also, tether and ISO-FIX anchors—which
don’t compromise luggage room—facilitate easy installation of compatible child-safety seats.

Break Away Engine
Every Subaru goes above and beyond common practice when it comes to your safety. In the event of a
head-on collision, your XV Crosstrek’s SUBARU BOXER® engine and gearbox are driven under the front-seat
occupants and away from the cabin for your protection.

Ring-shaped Reinforcement Frames
The Ring-shaped Reinforcement Frames strengthen the passenger cabin from the roof to the doors, pillars and floor. This helps divert and dissipate
impact energy away from the occupants in a collision. The frames for the Subaru XV Crosstrek feature high-tensile steel designs that are strong and
rigid, yet lighter weight.
1 The Supplemental Restraint System (SRS) affords the driver and passenger additional protection in some collisions. This system provides supplemental protection only, and seatbelts must be worn in order to avoid injuries to out-of-position occupants upon airbag
deployment. The combination of SRS and seatbelts provides the best protection in a serious accident.
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XV Crosstrek® Trim Levels
XV C rosst rek To ur i ng

XV Cro s s tre k Spo rt Pa c ka ge

●

148-hp 2.0-litre 4-cylinder SUBARU BOXER® engine

●

148-hp 2.0-litre 4-cylinder SUBARU BOXER® engine

●

Subaru Symmetrical Full-Time All-Wheel Drive

●

Subaru Symmetrical Full-Time All-Wheel Drive

●

5-speed manual transmission or optional Lineartronic® CVT
(Continuously Variable Transmission)

●

5-speed manual transmission or optional Lineartronic® CVT
(Continuously Variable Transmission)

●

220 mm of ground clearance

●

17-inch aluminum-alloy wheels

●

17-inch aluminum-alloy wheels

●

Fog lights

●

Fog lights

●

●

Roofline spoiler with integrated brake light

6-speaker single-CD audio system with USB port/iPod®1 control,
Bluetooth®2 mobile phone connectivity and 3.5-mm auxiliary jack

●

Premium cloth upholstery

●

Premium cloth upholstery

●

Heated front seats and side mirrors

●

Heated front seats and side mirrors

●

6-speaker single-CD audio system with USB port/iPod® control,
Bluetooth®2 mobile phone connectivity and 3.5-mm auxiliary jack



Large roofline spoiler with integrated brake light



HID headlights



Power tilting and sliding glass sunroof

●

1

Automatic climate control

X V C rosst rek L im i te d Pa c ka g e

●

148-hp 2.0-litre 4-cylinder SUBARU BOXER® engine

●

Subaru Symmetrical Full-Time All-Wheel Drive

●

5-speed manual transmission or optional Lineartronic® CVT
(Continuously Variable Transmission)

●

17-inch aluminum-alloy wheels

●

Fog lights

●

Roofline spoiler with integrated brake light

●

Heated front seats and side mirrors

●

HID headlights

●

Power tilting and sliding glass sunroof



Voice-activated, in-dash GPS navigation system with 6.1-inch high-resolution
touch-screen, Subaru STARLINK™ 3 system with Aha™ infotainment smartphone
integration4, SMS text messaging capability5, XM® NavTraffic6, Bluetooth®2 mobile
phone connectivity with voice activation, Bluetooth®2 streaming audio, 3.5-mm auxiliary
jack, USB and Rear-Vision Camera



Leather-trimmed upholstery



LED mirror integrated turn signals



Automatic dual-zone climate control system
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Additions or differences from preceding trim level.

XV Crosstrek® Specifications
E N G I N E a n d drivetrain
Engine

2.0-litre DOHC aluminum-alloy 16-valve horizontally opposed 4-cylinder SUBARU BOXER® engine with Dual Active Valve
Control System.

Power | Torque

148 hp @ 6200 rpm | 145 lb-ft @ 4200 rpm

Manual transmission

Fully synchronized 5-speed manual
Touring, Sport Package and Limited Package: Standard

Automatic transmission

Lineartronic® CVT (Continuously Variable Transmission) manual-mode paddle shifters
Touring, Sport Package and Limited Package: Optional

traction a n d stability
Symmetrical All-Wheel Drive

Standard

Vehicle Dynamics Control (VDC)

VDC electronic stability control utilizes sensors which constantly monitor wheel speeds, steering angle, brake pressure,
vehicle yaw rate and lateral g-forces. If VDC detects a difference between the driver’s intended path and the one the vehicle
is actually taking, VDC applies braking power and/or reduces engine torque to help correct vehicle path.

Traction Control System (TCS)

VDC also incorporates an all-wheel, all-speed traction control system, which senses a loss of traction and applies braking
force to the slipping wheel or wheels as necessary to maintain vehicle motion.

Fuel Economy
City/Highway

Manual: 8.9/6.7 L/100 km
CVT: 8.2/6.0 L/100 km

Fuel Capacity (Litres)

60

FUEL

chassis
Brakes

4-wheel disc, ventilated front. 4-channel, 4-sensor ABS with Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD).

Brake Assist

When emergency braking is detected by how quickly the brake pedal is pressed, maximum brake pressure
is immediately applied.

WHEEL S and TIRES
Wheels

Touring, Sport Package and Limited Package: 17 x 7.0-inch aluminum alloy

Tires

Touring, Sport Package and Limited Package: 225/55 R17 Yokohama® Geolandar G95 all-season tires

exterior a n d interior D imensions
Length/Width/Height (mm)

4450/1780/1615

Headroom (mm) [front/rear]

1010/957 (946/957 with sunroof)

Legroom (mm) [front/rear]

1105/900

Cargo volume (Litres)

1470

Ground clearance (at base curb weight) (mm)

220
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XV Crosstrek® Equipment
Touring

Sport
Package

Limited
Package

•
•
•
•
-

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
-

•
•
•
-

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•

▲

▲

▲

•

•

•

6-speaker single-CD audio system with USB port/iPod®1 control, Bluetooth®2 audio streaming and hands-free voice-activated phone
connectivity, and 3.5-mm auxiliary jack

•

•

-

Voice-activated, in-dash GPS navigation system with 6.1-inch high-resolution touch-screen, Subaru STARLINK™ 3 system with Aha™ infotainment smartphone integration4
SMS text messaging capability5, XM® NavTraffic6, Bluetooth®2 mobile phone connectivity with voice activation, Bluetooth®2 streaming audio, 3.5-mm auxiliary jack, USB
and Rear-Vision Camera

-

-

•

•
-

•
-

•

		
		

•
•

•
•

•
•

		

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

▲

▲

exterior
Auto-on/off headlights
Contoured multi-reflector Xenon High Intensity Discharge (HID) headlights with auto leveling
Fog lights
Body-colour door handles with chrome accents
Heated body-colour side mirrors and windshield wiper de-icer
Heated body-colour side mirrors with LED integrated turn signals and windshield wiper de-icer
Roofline spoiler with integrated brake light
Large roofline spoiler with integrated brake light
Power tilt/sliding-glass sunroof with sunshade

seating and trim
Heated 6-way manually adjustable driver’s seat. 4-way manually adjustable front-passenger’s seat with high/low settings.
Leather-trimmed steering wheel and automatic shifter handle
Premium cloth upholstery
Leather-trimmed upholstery

Convenience features

		

Driver’s auto up/down power window
3-spoke steering wheel with audio, cruise control and Bluetooth® hands-free phone on/off controls
2

Automatic transmission manual-mode paddle shifters
Manually adjustable tilt/telescoping steering column

		
		

audio and communication systems

climate control
Automatic climate control system with controls for temperature, fan, airflow direction and CFC-free air conditioning with air filtration		
Dual-zone automatic climate control system with controls for temperature, fan, airflow direction and CFC-free air conditioning with air filtration		

security
Keyless entry system with answer-back electronic chirp and panic alarm
Antitheft security system with engine immobilizer

SAFETY
ACTIVE
Subaru Symmetrical Full-Time All-Wheel Drive (AWD)
SUBARU BOXER® engine
4-wheel antilock brakes (ABS) with Electronic Brake-force Distribution (EBD) and Brake Assist
Vehicle Dynamics Control (VDC) and Traction Contol System (TCS)
PASSIVE
Dual-stage deployment driver and front-passenger front airbags (SRS)7
Side-curtain airbags protecting front and rear outboard occupants (SRS)7
Seat-mounted front side-impact airbags (SRS)7
Driver’s side knee airbag (SRS)7
Whiplash protection front seats
3-point front seatbelts with pretensioners and load limiters

optional equipment
Lineartronic® CVT (Continuously Variable Transmission)		
▲
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•

-

Standard    ▲ Optional    

Not equipped

XV Crosstrek® Features

Auto On/Off Headlamps

Power Glass Sunroof8

Roof Spoiler

A light sensor turns on the headlamps
automatically at dusk, and shuts them
off when you remove the key from the
ignition.

The large, internally sliding sunroof with
manual sunshade delivers a panoramic
view and fresh breezes for front and rear
passengers.

Seamless, sophisticated and
aerodynamic, the roof spoiler of the
Subaru X V Cross trek is integrated
completely into the rear gate, adding to
the crossover’s sporty character.

Dual-zone Automatic
Air-conditioning System9

Fog Lights

cruise control

Multi-reflector fog lights emit a wide, flat
beam that reflects less glare in fog for
added safety.

One-touch control allows the driver to
set and maintain a steady cruising speed,
convenient for long-distance driving on
open motorways.

Manage air flow and temperature
of the driver and passenger sides
independently with the available dual
climate control. The air filtration system
helps keep dust out of the cabin.

1 Apple, iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. 2 Bluetooth is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG,
Inc. 3 Starlink is a trademark of Fuji Heavy Industries, Ltd. 4 Compatible smartphone and free Aha app required. Data provided
by smartphone is displayed on navigation screen. Some state laws prohibit the operation of handheld electronic devices while
operating a vehicle. Smartphone apps should only be launched when vehicle is safely parked. Aha is a trademark of HARMAN
International Industries, Inc. Your wireless carrier’s rates may apply. 5 Compatible smartphone required. See owners manual
for details. 6 Subscription required. 7 The Supplemental Restraint System (SRS) (airbags) affords the driver and the front and
rear outboard passengers additional protection in moderate to severe frontal and side-impact collisions. This system provides
supplemental protection only, and seatbelts must be worn in order to avoid injuries to out-of-position occupants upon airbag
deployment and to provide the best combined protection in a serious accident. Children should always be properly restrained in the
rear seat. 8 Standard on Sport Package and Limited Package. 9 Standard on Limited Package.

17" Aluminum-alloy WHEELS
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XV Crosstrek® Colours

Paint

Satin White Pearl

Jasmine Green Metallic

Ice Silver Metallic

Tangerine Orange

Desert Khaki

Dark Grey Metallic

Crystal Black Silica

Upholstery

Touring

Sport
Package

Limited
Package

Satin White Pearl

EC

EC

BL/IL

Ice Silver Metallic

EC

EC

BL

Desert Khaki

EC

EC

BL

Jasmine Green Metallic

IC

IC

IL

Tangerine Orange

EC

EC

BL

Dark Grey Metallic

EC

EC

BL

Crystal Black Silica

EC

EC

BL/IL

Colour Combinations

Ivory Cloth (IC)

Ebony Cloth (EC)
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Ivory Leather (IL)

Black Leather (BL)

Subaru Warranties
Every Subaru vehicle is designed and built to offer our customers the highest possible level of quality and reliability. We are proud of our vehicles and proud to stand behind
them with a comprehensive warranty. For 2014 model year vehicles, the warranty on all Subaru vehicles consists of the following:
New Vehicle Limited Warranty (36 month/60,000 km) — Covers basic and major components for 36 months or 60,000 km.
Major Component Limited Warranty (60 month/100,000 km) — Extends coverage of major components (more than just powertrain) up to 60 months or 100,000 km.
Surface Corrosion Limited Warranty (36 month/60,000 km) — Covers surface corrosion to visible painted body panels for 36 months or 60,000 km.
Anti-Perforation Limited Warranty (60 month/unlimited km) — Covers perforation due to corrosion to body sheet metal panels for 60 months, regardless of kilometres.
Emission Control System Limited Warranty — Covers the majority of emissions components for 36 months or 60,000 km and the major parts of the emission control system for
96 months or 130,000 km.
Parts and Accessories Limited Warranty — Covers Subaru parts and accessories installed by the dealer prior to retail delivery of the vehicle for 36 months or 60,000 km, and
Subaru parts and accessories installed by the dealer after the retail delivery of the vehicle for 12 months or 20,000 km from the date of the installation.
The above information is an overview of warranty coverage and is not a warranty statement. If you wish to see more details regarding Subaru warranties, please refer to your Subaru warranty booklet, contact your local dealer or visit
our website at subaru.ca.

Subaru C.A.R.E. (Customer Assistance for Roadside Emergencies)
The Subaru C.A.R.E. program (which is backed by the Canadian Automobile Association [CAA]) is offered free of charge for the first three years from date of purchase on every
new Subaru vehicle or as part of a Subaru Protection Plan. As a Subaru C.A.R.E. member, you can count on fast, courteous emergency roadside assistance 24 hours a day, 365
days a year. You will receive a membership card and have access to a dedicated toll-free telephone number (in English or French), allowing you to take advantage of over
20,000 roadside assistance contractors and 1,000 CAA and American Automobile Association (AAA) offices throughout Canada and the United States. Ask your dealer for
details or visit subaru.ca.
Subaru Canada, Inc., is proud to be the first vehicle manufacturer to have a direct relationship with CAA, giving our customers the benefit of CAA’s unparalleled level of experience and service.

Subaru Protection Plan
As a Subaru owner, you have expectations for a pleasurable, trouble-free ownership experience — now and into the future. Once your 36-month/60,000-km
New Vehicle Limited Warranty period ends,* our Subaru Protection Plan (SPP) — the only vehicle service contract endorsed by Subaru Canada for Subaru vehicles — can
prolong your hassle-free ownership experience with three levels of extended service contract coverage tailored to your needs: Powertrain Protection; Major Protection; or
Complete Protection (best level of coverage to complement the 60-month/100,000-km Major Component Limited Warranty). SPP offers comprehensive mechanical and
electrical coverage and a number of additional features and benefits, such as Roadside Assistance and Alternate Transportation, for up to 7 years or 160,000 kilometres from
your vehicle’s in-service date. Whether your vehicle is purchased or leased, SPP protects you and your investment. Be sure to ask your dealer for details or visit subaru.ca.
*If you already own a Subaru vehicle and it is still within the 36-month/60,000-km New Vehicle Limited Warranty period, you are still eligible for SPP.

Subaru vehicles are uniquely designed to get out there more—and to leave it out there less. We build our vehicles for
maximum longevity because more time spent on the road equals less time spent in junkyards and landfills. Fully 95.5%
of our vehicles sold in Canada over the last 10 years are still on the road today.1 You’ll also find very little waste created in
the production of a Subaru—many of our vehicles are built in the Subaru of Indiana Automotive, Inc., (SIA) factory, which
was the first manufacturing facility in the U.S. to achieve zero-landfill status. Other Subaru facilities around the world now
achieve similar goals in helping to preserve the environment. Respect for our surroundings is yet another way that Subaru
vehicles help to build driver confidence for the road ahead.
1 Based on R. L. Polk Canada, Inc. Canadian Vehicle In Operation data as of July 1, 2012, for model years 2003–2012. Actual longevity of any car will vary based upon operating conditions.

www.subaru.ca
The Supplemental Restraint System (SRS airbags) affords the driver and passenger additional protection in some collisions. This system provides supplemental protection only, and seatbelts must be worn in order to avoid
injuries to out-of-position occupants upon airbag deployment. The combination of SRS and seatbelts provides the best protection in a serious accident. All illustrations, specifications, features and photographs contained in
this brochure are based on product information available at the time of its printing, and may not be completely accurate following its publication. Colours shown may vary due to reproduction variations in the printing process,
and some vehicle parts cannot be shown in certain photographs. Subaru Canada, Inc. reserves the right to discontinue or make changes at any time, without notice or incurring obligations, to colours, materials, equipment,
accessories, features, specifications and models, or to change their prices. Some models shown may be from international markets and are not available in Canada, or they may be shown with equipment or accessories that
are optional (at extra cost) or only available in certain combinations, or they may be subject to product delays or not be available in Canada. Please visit subaru.ca for the latest information and specifications. For complete
details on product updates, warranties or the Subaru C.A.R.E. program, please contact your Subaru dealer. BRZ, Impreza, Outback, Legacy, Forester, Tribeca, WRX, STI, XV Crosstrek, Lineartronic, Subaru, SUBARU BOXER,
Subaru C.A.R.E. and Subaru C.A.R.E. Customer Assistance for Roadside Emergencies are registered trademarks. EyeSight is a registered trademark of Fuji Heavy Industries, Ltd. Confidence in Motion and STARLINK are
trademarks of Fuji Heavy Industries, Ltd. Aha is a trademark of Harman International Industries, Inc. Blueconnect is a registered trademark of Johnson Controls, Inc. Bluetooth is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG, Inc.
Brembo is a registered trademark of Brembo SpA. DivX is a registered trademark of Rovi Corporation. Dunlop is a registered trademark of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company. HomeLink is a registered trademark of
Johnson Controls, Inc. Kicker is a registered trademark of Stillwater Designs and Audio, Inc. MOMO is a registered trademark of MOMO USA. Harman Kardon is a registered trademark of Harman International Industries, Inc.
iPod is a registered trademark of Apple Inc. © 2012 Sirius XM Canada Inc. “SiriusXM”, the SiriusXM logo, channel names and logos are trademarks of SiriusXM Radio Inc. and are used under licence.
Printed in Canada. © 2013 Subaru Canada, Inc. 2014 model year.
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